# 303

March 22nd, 60a.H

Our Beloved Prophet has arrived in Australia

The Australian team led by the Continental Guide Jean Francois and the National Guide
Yvonne, organized a memorable welcome for the Prophet Rael at his arrival in Brisbane on
Tuesday… no one in the airport could ignore the pink and white team with its banner and
the magnificent Pope Alice. The local Aboriginal leader was there also to officially welcome
him and offered him dances and dijireedoo music… our Beloved Prophet was deeply
touched and the Australian Raelians who have been waiting for him for 8 years now
couldn’t contain their joy to finally see him.
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The seminar will take place near the Gold Coast, in the middle of the rain forest in an
amazing location… news from there real soon J

Just before his departure for Australia, a famous
British comedian, Russell Brand, came to interview
our Beloved Prophet in Miami… it was a pleasant
“encounter” that we hope to see on air soon J

About our members…
Hiromitsu Tomita is a new Asian Guide.
Here is what Junzo is telling us about him...
Hiromitsu has recently been nominated as Guide for
Indonesia and India for helping the National Guides of
the two countries.
He was the 1978 World Champion of the Karatedo
Federation match held in France. He was the Champion
of Japan in 1978, 1979, the Pan-Pacific one in 1977, and
also at the Asian Olympics in 1979.
He had been in the Japanese film making industry in the
past and he resumed activities in 2004 after a Warner
Brothers’ director noticed the Karatedo exhibition he
performed in L.A. Since then he has signed an
agreement with a production company there.
He has performed in several movies, three from
Hollywood, one from Hong Kong, and one Japanese so
far, including movies such as Batman Begins, Ghost
Rider, Spirit, etc.
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He is a fight choreographer and directs stunt horse riding, and does stand-in for actors
also.
He always sets up a small Raelian tent when filming lasts several days at the same
location. He also places a photo of Maitreya together with books and pamphlets on the
dining tables where the staff have meals and also at buffet place and keeps them there
until the last day. Most of the staff who work with Hiromitsu are aware of it, and it
doesn’t harm anyone. He doesn’t receive any complaint from them, and sometimes they
ask him about it and he starts talking about the Message. Actors are fundamentally
peace-loving and they are interested. People with various kinds of ethnic background
work together and they respect the religious aspect of each other. He has sold number of
“the Messages” books to them as some of them are very interested.
He was with such actors as John Voight, John Travolta, Christian Bale, Nicolas Cage, Katie
Holmes, Jet Lee, etc. though he cannot be seen being with them on screen.

A few more reports about Femininity Day
... with various themes as you will see J
Joy in Burkina,....by Abi
The scoop of the day on March 8th was the announcement
of the posibility to rebuild a clitoris by a local team on a
show on national television. It was a monthly health show
and on that day, they chose to talk about clitoris excision.
Among the guests was a doctor who explained how he
treats the problems linked to clitoris removal with images
explaining all. But our biggest surprise was when he
mentioned the possibility to rebuild the clitoris and had a
woman testify, with her face hidden, explaining how the
surgery was done and that it only took 20 minutes.
What a great joy for us all to witness this as we have been
diffusing the idea all over the country as our Beloved
Prophet asked us. We spread an interview with Dr Foldes
everywhere so that people can be aware and now, it is
finally available in a local clinic.
Youpee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!, we are saved.
Viva the reconstructed woman!!!!!!!!!!
Thank you infinitely Beloved Prophet
Thank you infinitely Our Fathers from
Space...

In Holland, Angel Nina was in the
streets of Amsterdam with the Dutch
Raelians carrying hand-written pink
banners, hand-painted beautiful colorful
balloons and head mask decorations. She
said “the public was attracted and curious
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about us, they stopped and read our texts on the banners and balloons. This year again
some people wanted to buy our beautiful painted balloons:-)
We had given away 1500 leaflets on that day!!
At the end of diffusion, we released our balloons with attached leaflets in the blue sky......
let's make the message of our fathers "flying" everywhere on this planet...
In Colombia, By Luz Daneyra - Order of Angels Colombia
The Colombian Raelian women made a great and big banner
talking about "Yes to Abortion, Yes to Contraceptives, No to
marriage" , telling how women will change the world
through the Angels’ qualities..
We stood from 3PM to 6PM right in the middle of down
town in Medellin, Colombia.
Then, with the help of some Raelian men they created a
performance .. a Catholic Bishop pulling the married couple
with a chain while the pregnant woman gets beaten up by the drunk husband and their 6
children running around.. The priest telling the woman she cannot separate or divorce
because what God united nobody can separate.. Etc.. We had quite a good crowd
around us.. we repeated the performance every 15 min.. until the end... Many young
women got closer to get the flyers and some of them told us they agreed with us, that
they also supported Abortion and Divorce.. and took pictures of us and our performance..
We gave away 500 flyers
We all had lots of fun and hope to do it again next year!.
Arriba Colombian Angels!
In Mexico, Gabriela Reyes went out to Universities to deliver 200 flyers to young
women. She had a great time talking to them. She also went to the Government Palace
and right outside she found a group of women waiting to talk to the City Official. They
were gays, lesbians and women who support sexual services and all wanted to hear about
the messages.. Bravo Gaby!!
In Toronto, Canada, Nadia, the local angel leader, organized a very successful workshop
to open people's mind on the wonders of femininity...
“Throughout our programme, the participants experienced meditation and learning thanks
to our wonderful Guides , they laughed and were moved by the video: ‘he's a lady’,
and they loved the exercises we propose to them.
I am happy and I am looking forward to having another femininity workshop soon...”
In Las Vegas, US, Angel Lara gave a special workshop described here by Nadine.
We had a sumptuous feast on the second celebration of femininity day in Las Vegas in
Lara's secret garden of the senses... Would you like to know what it was like?...
shhhhh.... come and peak into...this secret little place...
Imagine a very strong winter wind blowing over the Las Vegas desert and Raelian
brothers and sisters nestled into a cozy room where a delicate and feminine journey filled
with yummy surprises is awaiting them~~~
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The first surprise is a lavish "tray" of sensual photos and consciousness teasing questions
and quotes projected on a giant screen before our eyes served on the most enchanting
music. And then...slowly, silence and darkness spreads into the room. Suddenly, out of
nowhere, a whisper, followed by a caressing melody filling the air,... Lara's crystal voice
is singing to us... She has "a secret" that she would like to share with us...our Diva of
femininity now floats into the center of the room and her secrets and surprises will
captivate our senses one by one, awakening our feminine flower for the next hour and
half... and beyond...
Yes, it was truly a journey that Lara took us
on! We went on a vivid adventure in the
heart of our imagination to grow a rose in our
mind, etc.... her sultry voice and poetic words
pouring gently into our eager imagination. It
was so good! She also invited us on a safari
of the senses, savoring delicious fruits, feeling
a butterfly landing on our hand ...etc... each
time with an exquisite music that seemed to
have been created just for that moment.
At the end, naughty Lara gave us one last
surprise a little "homeplay"... not to get mixed
up with "homework"!... she said that it would
be good for our feminine flower...
During the course of the evening, like children, we unwrapped all the surprises Lara had
for us and there were so many.... big ones and tiny ones.... you may want to take this
journey too and do a little "surprise unwrapping" yourself ! There are femininity journeys
scheduled to depart from everywhere in the US in the next few weeks :)))
Nothing was "taught", just a fabulous femininity sampling within ourselves and with the
group... A Mind Art Sculpting Session... (MASS in its true sense Hahaha!) was taking
place in the garden of our minds and we were loving it!
The "MASS" ended with the tribute to the master Sculptors of our minds, whom we
dedicated our evening to. We had so much fun last night playing with the toy They gave
us!
We dearly hope to have the immense privilege of welcoming You, Beloved
Creators, on our playground, the Earth, one day and we sculpt this precious
moment into our daily thoughts ~~~
In Papeete, Tahiti by Emilie
This year a big exhibition was organized for woman’s day at the Island Presidency home
with shows, stands, workshops all under the theme “ young girls, women of the future”
With a few friends who participate in our femininity workshops throughout the year, we
put in place a stand explaining what is femininity in our point of view and our goal.
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We took nice pictures of all the people who wanted
to, in a nice frame, offering to send them by emails.
We had many visitors and lots of questions.
The local RFO radio interviewed me live, for 10
minutes.
This day was so full of delicate attention, awareness
of what is going on in the world... a day really full of
hope!

In Germany, Baerbel gathered a few guests at her
home with lots of candles, nice music, spring flowers,
tea, some sweets, good smells etc...
”We discussed for 2 hours intensely and later we
were filled with laughter and danced until midnight!!”
In London, the UK Raelians, Angels and their friends gathered in stylish outfits to mark
this Special day in a trendy
bar in London. The bar was
packed with young people
and the atmosphere was
funky and lively. Rebecca,
the new leader for UK
Angels, organized the event
and led our group to meet
the crowd. Each of us had
some flowers and flyers on
femininity to give out. People
were generally in a good
mood and very happy to chat
with us. Many looked at us in
amazement and admiration
as we walked in elegance.
We were shining with
beautiful smiles, spreading the seeds of love among them.
It was a great night out and once again, reminded us all of the importance of making a
change in life....
Love Saori Ford
In Paris, France, they spent 15 wonderful days under the sign of love, femininity and
refinement…
« Woman day, Love day »by Clemence
We lived a wonderful teaching during this day… At the moment of the preparation of our
parade, Harmony, a beautiful woman, saw us and came to us saying: “You are all dressed
in white, it’s amazing, I love to be dressed in white too…” No sooner said than done! A
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few minutes after, she came back dressed in doctor of love,
sexy and bright… She guided us during the whole day with
her spontaneity and the love she has for all human beings…
Harmony was “Doctor of Love”… She had decided once to
dedicate her life to be love, to give it by smiling, by saying
hello to all human beings she meets, by making them smile
and laugh, by giving them some pleasure. She created the
commando of liberation of love (soon on internet), we are a part of it now. J Led by our
doctor of love, we gave some “I love you” during the whole afternoon in the streets, the
metro, with the song of Our Prophet “J’aime toutes les femmes”, by proclaiming “Woman
day, Love day…Join up with the commando of liberation of love…” …
That day we were untouchable, no aggression, no police controls despite the fact that we
met them several times. We just gave love… Nobody could be aggressive with us, the love
and the laughter disarmed each attempt… That day, we sized up how much love and
laughter are the greatest weapons when facing violence and aggression…
When we are love, when we don’t take ourselves seriously, we are
untouchable…

In Lausanne, Switzerland
Feminity is the future of Humanity... this is one of the slogans that
appeared on the beautiful stand with pinky balloons in Lausanne.
Dora who spent the whole day there was happy with the experience.
“We were able to diffuse our femininity values and the people stopped
and took the time to exchange and dream about the future of
Humanity and about what Femininity can offer to humanity.
Lucie : In the beginning we didn't have
a stand yet and it was already raining.
Dora, as a perfect "solution-oriented
woman " asked the jewelry seller of a
store " for girls ", " to show her
solidarity for woman’s day and allow us
to stay just behind her window, ...OK
no problem!: -))) We worked together
in harmony and laughter.
.
What touched me most was when I met face to face with a young Muslim and visibly very
chauvinistic man and that I had to express what femininity is, what are the feminine
values.. Why they are so important, for men as well... To find the right words to call upon,
to sow some seeds in his layers of education ...And a very gentle man of Vietnamese
origin listened and agreed with me and gave me his contact number. That pushed me to
clarify my thougths, what I knew about the femininity, why I was here ...Deeply…
Thanks to you all who had participated in that day and allowed me to do so as well.
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The African Revolution goes through the
villages
Yves Boni tells us :
I had the pleasure last week-end to meet with the Chief of my mother’s village. He was
very open, well-educated and had already read books on Extraterrestrials. He was so
enthusiastic with the ideas of the Prophet Rael for a new Africa that he asked me to come
back in April during Easter celebrations to talk to the whole village then.
The month of April is a month of festivities among the “Baoules” ( Akan). All the people
who have been born there are coming back then, from abroad, to celebrate together.
It is possible that these celebrations that are going on in all the Akan peoples, and that
have nothing to do with a Christian god, are actually celebrations related to the creation of
the first human beings who were black, as you know.
As the Prophet Rael said, the kings and traditional chiefs are our main asset in the
awakening process of Africa. They are listening and are able to act. They know the true
story of our people and the terrible past of Christianity and colonization.
I learned from my mother that many people in the village refused to call me Yves when I
was a kid. They called me Boni Ya, short of Boni Yao, meaning born on Friday. The Chief
reminded me of it as well. He was really touched that I was coming back to the village to
promote our traditions, our coming back to our original names and to our original beliefs
that are mocked by Christian people.
And Tai added:
Yes, it is so great to go back to our sources, to the villages.
I went to the village as well last week-end for the funerals of the Chief of the Royal family
and of an ex-Chief. I couldn’t miss such an occasion. There were 10 delegations from
other villages and 4 of them were led by their Chief himself. It was a big emotion for me
to present our news from Brazza. I was really surprised that the Chief accepted to see me
with his other guests. I was very impressed. They congratulated me for using our
language and following the right protocol. ( my father had been a spokesperson so I
consulted one of his colleagues who accepted to help me and came with me.)
There was something also I really like: in our village, all those who are originally from the
village and who want to participate in a public meeting, must wear a “pagne” and the
traditional clothes from head to toes and speak only our language.
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An Article selected by Our Beloved Prophet .... too
good not to be published J

Autopsy: No Arabs on Flight 77
By Thomas R. Olmsted, M.D
I am an ex Naval line officer and a psychiatrist in private practice in New Orleans, a Christian and
homeschool dad. It troubled me a great deal that we rushed off to war on the flimsiest of evidence. I
considered various ways to provide a smoking gun of who and why Sept 11th happened. Astute observers
noticed right away that there were no Arabic sounding names on any of the flight manifests of the planes that
"crashed" on that day.
A list of names on a piece of paper is not evidence, but an autopsy by a pathologist, is. I undertook by FOIA
request, to obtain that autopsy list and you are invited to view it below. Guess what? Still no Arabs on the list.
In my opinion the monsters who planned this crime made a mistake by not including Arabic names on the
original list to make the ruse seem more believable.
When airline disasters occur, airlines will routinely provide a manifest list for anxious families. You may have
noticed that even before Sep 11th, airlines are pretty meticulous about getting an accurate headcount before
takeoff. It seems very unlikely to me, that five Arabs sneaked onto a flight with weapons. This is the list
provided by American of the 56 passengers. On September 27th, the FBI published photos of the "hijackers"
of Flight 77.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), does a miraculous job and
identifies nearly all the bodies on November 16th 2001.
The AFIP suggest these numbers; 189 killed, 125 worked at the Pentagon and 64 were "passengers" on the
plane. The AA list only had 56 and the list just obtained has 58. They did not explain how they were able to
tell "victims" bodies from "hijacker" bodies. In fact, from the beginning NO explanation has been given for
the extra five suggested in news reports except that the FBI showed us the pictures to make up the difference,
and that makes it so.
Now, being the trusting sort, I figured that the government would want to quickly dispel any rumors so we
could get on with the chore of kicking Osama/Sadaam's butt (weren't these originally two different people?).
It seemed simple to me. . .produce the names of all the bodies identified by the AFIP and compare it with the
publicized list of passengers. So, I sent a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the AFIP and asked
for an expedited response, because we were getting ready to send our boys to war on the pretext that
Osama/Saddam had done the deed. Fourteen months later, a few US soldiers dead, many Iraqi civilians
pushing up daisies, and I finally get the list. Believe me that they weren't a bit happy to give it up, and I really
have no idea why they choose now to release it.
No Arabs wound up on the morgue slab; however, three ADDITIONAL people not listed by American
Airlines sneaked in. I have seen no explanation for these extras. I did American the opportunity to "revise"
their original list, but they have not responded. The new names are: Robert Ploger, Zandra Ploger, and
Sandra Teague. The AFIP claims that the only "passenger" body that they were not able to identify is the
toddler, Dana Falkenberg, whose parents and young sister are on the list of those identified. The satanic
masterminds behind this caper may be feeling pretty smug about the perfect crime, but they have left a raft of
clues tying these unfortunates together.
The Passengers
In the foregoing, I presented evidence from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), that there were
no Arabs on American Airlines Flight 77. This doesn't really jibe with the official story, so someone isn't
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telling the truth. This list itself is suspect because there is a special group of "bone guys" that are called in
whenever the government needs an "adjustment" to their story.
About "bone guys": No, we're not talking folks that hang around secret Ivy League fraternities. On May 31,
2002, the Washington Post had this to say about 'bone guys':
"...When remains of the Waco dead or 9/11 Pentagon victims or Desert Storm casualties -- or most recently
Chandra Levy -- need to be studied, the bone guys at the Smithsonian are called in. The bone guys read
skeletons like intricate topological maps. Sometimes they can make identification from a skull fragment the
size of a quarter. They can read race in the teeth and gender in the brow. They can tell you who had an
asymmetric nose. They can tell you who may have been a factory worker, because bones grow more
pronounced to accommodate certain muscles, and who may have been a weaver or a tailor, based on grooves
in the teeth where thread was held...."
In other words, these were the fellows who helped tidy up the government's story at Waco and are "studying"
the Sept 11th remains as well.
By now you have probably heard that many of the "hijackers" named by the FBI are alive and well. The
Information Times, an on-line publication, reported that Saudi Arabia's Foreign Minister Prince Saud AlFaisal told the Arabic Press after meeting with President George W. Bush on Sept. 20: "It was proved that
five of the names included in the FBI list had nothing to do with what happened."
According to The Orlando Sentinel, the Saudi Arabian embassy confirmed that four of the five mentioned by
Al-Faisal - Saeed Alghamdi, Mohand Alshehri, Abdulaziz Alomari and Salem Alhazmi- are not dead and had
nothing to do with the heinous terror attacks in New York and Washington. (source: Christopher J. Petherick
- American Free Press)
From photos of all of those that perished on that flight, it is clear that none are even "Arab looking." This
seems to rule out Arabs sneaking aboard under assumed names.
If you are familiar with Operation Northwoods (see Body of Secrets by James Bamford or thumbnail
description here) then you know that the National Security Agency (NSA) has both the will and ability to
orchestrate an "operation" such as Sept 11th if they decided it was for the "greater good." Not saying that they
choose to conduct September 11 attack, but they clearly have the ability. According to Bamford, "Operation
Northwoods" was not planned by any "rogue element" but proposed by General Lemnitzer, himself, and then
thankfully spiked by President Kennedy. Think also of FDR's foreknowledge of Pearl Harbor as exposed by
Robert Stinnett in his book Day of Deceit. Stinnett actually agrees with FDR's decision to allow it to happen.
Brush up on the Lusitania hoax, the USS Liberty cover-up, the Gulf of Tonkin fiction, and the Gulf War I
falsified satellite photos, etc. if you are not convinced that government officials are capable of stretching the
truth (for our own good, of course). It is very hard to keep a secret of this gravity. One possible way to cut
down chatter is to eliminate as many witnesses as possible, preferably during the crime itself.
Critics of "conspiracy theorists" have tried to nullify talk of remote controlled planes as being the talk of
lunatics. Global Hawk (Raytheon) is a large military aircraft that has flown 7000 miles without a pilot as
discussed in this Air Force public affairs article, and is being widely used in the current Iraq war.
They also make large commercial planes for FedEx that fly by remote control as reported by the Associated
Press. The "success" of this operation depended on the planes reaching their destination. Would the planners
(be they Arab or otherwise) trust poorly trained "pilots" when this technology was at their disposal?
Reported only in a Portuguese newspaper, The Portugal News Weekend Edition (May 8, 2002) , a group of
US pilots deliberated nonstop for 72 hours in an independent analysis of the 911 story. The inquiry stated,
"The so-called terrorist attack was in fact a superbly executed military operation carried out against the USA,
requiring the utmost professional military skill in command, communications, and control." Captain Kent
Hill USAF Ret, a friend of Chuck Burlingame (the pilot of Flight 77), confirmed the ability of flying aircraft
from the ground. An ex Vietnam fighter pilot said, "Those birds either had a crack fighter pilot in the left seat,
or they were being maneuvered by remote control."
The following list of passengers was gathered from many sources posted on the Internet:
Dong Lee, Ruben Ornedo, and Chad Keller all worked for Boeing. Lee also worked for the NSA. Stanley Hall,
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"the dean of electronic warfare," (along with Peter Gay, David Kolvacin, and Kenneth Waldie on other
flights), worked for Raytheon.
William Caswell was a particle physicist who worked for the Navy. His job was so classified that his family
had no clue as to what he did and did not know why he was flying to California.
Charles Droz, LCDR USN Ret, was a software developer for EM solutions (manufacturer of Wide Area
Networks).
Robert Penniger worked for BAE Systems, ("an industry leader in flight control systems"), whose Board is
comprised of many from the intelligence community. BAE has apparently removed their Board of Directors
page, but it list a "who's who" of high level connections to the CIA, DARPA, and NSA. (See the appendix for a
list of outside directors of BAE Systems that were not on Flight 77.)
Robert Ploger and his wife were added "late" to the original CNN passenger list. He is the son of Major
General Robert R Ploger USA, Ret, another "flag" link. The other "late" addition was Sandra Teague, a
physical therapist at Georgetown University Hospital.
John Sammartino and Leonard Taylor worked at Xontech (missile defense), another company connected to
the intelligence community, also with ties to Boeing.
Vicki Yancey worked for Vreedenberg Corp, yet another company connected to the intelligence community.
Her father describes her death as a "planned murder." Her widower works for Northrup-Grumman.
Mary Jane Booth was in a position to know what was going on at Dulles Airport as secretary for American
Airlines general manager.
John Yamnicky, 71, Capt USN Ret, was a defense contractor for Veridian who had done a number of "black
ops," according to his son.
The physicians, lawyers, biotech representatives, and "human interest" victims who were aboard, could also
provide important clues, but in the interest of space, we will save them for future consideration.
Many readers recall a particular Fox Television TV show called "The Lone Gunmen" which was aired on
March 2, 2001 [Download Episode]. In the show, the bad guys control a passenger airplane by remote
control with intentions of flying it into the World Trade Center. The villains were a Pentagon insider faction;
the motive to inflame the public and thereby legitimate new military budgets and operations. Life indeed
imitates art.
It has been reported that some people were warned not to fly that day. One was reported to be Mayor Willie
Brown of San Francisco. Another was author Salman Rushdie. The person on that flight MOST likely to be
warned was Robert Speisman. He was an executive at Lazare Kaplan, a diamond merchant, and son in law of
Maurice Templesman. Templesman was Jackie Kennedy's long time lover and is highly connected according
to Time Magazine. Time also reported about about his "special access" to the National Security Council. He
has also "stepped out" with Madeleine Albright.
I attempted on three occasions to obtain a final passenger list from American Airlines. They refuse to give a
list and in fact won't even verify that they gave the first list to CNN. Since the list is in the public domain, I
find it curious that they would not take ownership nor provide a current, "correct" list.
Would it even be necessary to "lure" all expendables onto the designated death flights? Why not just grab
those you want to get rid of and then slip them into the pile later? Have you seen an interview with the checkin personnel for the flights who can tell us who actually got on any of these flights? Not a chance. In fairness,
Washington, D.C. and it's suburbs draw a great number of contractors for the military and intelligence
communities in their normal course of business. It may be mere coincidence that these passengers were all
on the same flight; however; the government refuses to release information which would relieve our
concerns.
Appendix
List of outside diectors of BAE Systems that were not on Flight 77:
Richard J. Kerr former Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
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Mr. Kerr served in the U.S. Intelligence community for 32 years - from September 1960 until March 1992. He
started as a country analyst in the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and ended his career as the senior
professional intelligence officer in the U.S. government serving as Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.
Dr. William Schneider, Jr. former Under Secretary State for Security, Science and Technology
Prior to serving on the board, Dr. Schneider was formerly Under Secretary of State for Security Assistance,
Science and Technology (1982-1986). He served as Associate Director for National Security and International
Affairs at the Office of Management and Budget (198l-2) prior to being nominated as Under Secretary by the
President.
Dr. Robert S. Cooper former Director, DARPA
Dr. Cooper is currently President, CEO, Director and co-founder of Atlantic Aerospace Electronics
Corporation. From 1981 to 1985, Dr. Cooper was Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Technology
and simultaneously held the position of Director for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). As Assistant Secretary, he was principal advisor to the Secretary of Defense on the allocation of
Department resources to research, exploratory development and advanced development projects.
General Anthony C. Zinni (Ret) former Commander-in-Chief, CENTCOM
Gen. Zinni was formerly Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Central Command. While in the Marine Corps he held
numerous command and staff assignments that include platoon, company, battalion, regimental, Marine
expeditionary unit, and Marine expeditionary force command. His staff assignments included service on
battalion, regimental, division, base, and service staffs in operations, training, special operations,
counterterrorism, and manpower billets. Gen. Zinni most recently served as the United States Special Envoy
to the Middle East.
General Kenneth A. Minihan (Ret) former Director National Security Agency; Central Security Service
Lt. Gen Minihan served more than thirty-three years of active commissioned service to the nation before
retiring from the U.S. Air Force in 1999. On his final tour of duty, he served as the 14th Director of the
National Security Agency/Central Security Service, a combat support agency of the Department of Defense
with military and civilian personnel stationed worldwide. As Director, he was the senior uniformed
intelligence officer in the Department of Defense. He also served as the Director of The Defense Intelligence
Agency.
Robert L. Prestel former Deputy Director, National Security Agency
Mr. Prestel served as Deputy Director of the National Security Agency (NSA) from 1990 - . He was the senior
civilian presiding over this Defense Agency whose principal missions are the production of foreign Signals
Intelligence and the protection of official U.S. Government communications and information systems.
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